
Special Needs for Special Kids
INCLUDES GOOGLE SLIDES

monarchy &
democracy



For students who:

are emerging or non-readers
take alternate assessments
are in special education
short-attention span
lack pre-requisite skills
benefit from the use of
pictures for support
middle/high school



This resource comes in a zipped folder.  You will need to unzip the folder to
access all the contents which include:

7 days of lesson plans
Monarchy & Democracy activities in color
Monarchy & Democracy in black and white
Voice-recorded PowerPoint show
Monarchy & Democracy book (PowerPoint) to use with activities
Links and directions to digital activities



This unit contains 7 days of
material that is in both printable

and digital formats.  I have
included a detailed lesson plan to

help you make the most of
everything in this unit including

how to add some group activities. 

It comes in 2 separate files. One in
color and one in black and white.



The lesson plans contain:

Overall tips for teaching
students with significant needs
A quick look at what you will do
each day
Detailed instructions on how
that day's lesson should run



This unit contains 44 slides, a
PowerPoint with simple text and
engaging photos.

It comes as a PowerPoint version
as well as a video (mp4) so you
don't have to print it out.



This unit comes with a
vocabulary board.  

Vocabulary boards are great
for ALL students to assist with
participation and engagement

in group discussions.

Tips on how to use in the unit!!

Also in black and white



There are vocabulary cards
students will use every day for
a group activity.  There are also
cut and paste activites.



This unit contains 2 circle maps:
Monarchy
Democracy

There are 2 versions:
Errorless option with only
correct answers
Wrong answers mixed in that
students will have to set aside.



There are 3 sorting
activities comparing
these 2 governments and
their leaders. Suggestions
for differentiation are
included.



There is a world map
(differentiated) for
students to color in where
these 2 governments exist.



There are 2 Venn Diagrams
students can complete for
more comparisons.

Color-coded version is inlcuded.



Students will have the
opportunity to work with new
vocabulary with 2 different
puzzles.



Close worksheets are a great
informal assessment.  This unit
has 10 questions for each type
of government.

     Answer key included.



FINALLY the assessment!!  There
are 3 versions.  

10 questions with 3 picture
choices for each question
cut out the answer choices
and glue them on index cards
traditional multiple choice

     Answer key included.



There are digital versions for
most of the activities in this
unit.  The PowerPoint also
comes as an mp4 that you can
show in a google slide or in
google classroom.



Great for review!!

There are 2 sets of digital
activities.  All the activities in
both sets are click and drag;
there is no typing required.



Perfect for any learning level

The second set of slides is
differentiated with color to add
more support to students who
are still learning the
information.  These make great
independent work centers.



Save and get this unit as part of a
Government and Economics Bundle.

Feudal System
Monarch vs Democracy
Capitalism vs Socialism
Nationalism vs Imperialism
Branches of Government 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Government-Economic-Systems-BUNDLE-for-Special-Education-PRINT-AND-DIGITAL-4011668

